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The photoelectric yield and the reflectance of solid Ar films

on an Au Substrate have been measured simultaneously for

photon energies 10-30 eV. The thickness ranged from 30-300 2.

The Synchrotron radiation of DESY was used äs a light source.

Sven for photon energies below the photoelectric threshold of

solid Ar there is some photoemission due to contributions

from both the Ar film and the gold Substrate. The speetra of

the yicld per absorbed photon exhibit p e a k s at the o x c i t o n

energies. The height of the peaks is almost independent of

the film thickness. This indicates that - excirori decay at the

Ar-vacuum or Ar-Au boundary ccntributes to photoemission.
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Introduction

The current search for efficient laser mechanisms in the vacuum

ultraviolet has increased the interest in the electrcnic structure

of solid rare gases ̂  . The optical properties have been studied
2^ . "3")extensively by absorption ' and reflection spectroscopy

Radiationless elactronic energy transfer phenomena have been

investigated by studying the vacuum ultraviolet emission from

gaseous,liquid and solid rare gases and rare gas mixtures

Comparatively little is known about photoemission of electrons

fron solid rare gases, a process which becomes competitive to

light emissicn äs a decay cnannol. So far only yicld measurements

have been perf ormed b;v 0 ' Brien and Teegarde^ -; ' for solid Kr and

Xe for photon energies bei o v; the LiF cut off and by three of the

present authors':; for photon energies between 10 and 32 eV for

Ar, Kr and Xc. In these invc otigaticr.s a comparatively low yield

was observed in the excitonic ränge of the spectrum. For photon

energies in excess of E^ + E„ (E-. gap energy 3 E, electron affinity)
<^i t\ A

streng photoemisslon sets in due to interband transitions. Since

at least the first exciton states lie below the vacuum level a

decay o!' these excitons via Ionisation of defects or inpuriti.es

was assuined in order to account for their contribution to photo-

emiy s ion. Ir.deed recent photoemission experirr.ents On rare gas

mixtures , v;hore guest atoms or molecules of known concentration
7 ^

scrvf ac such impurity states have cori'oborated this hypothesis ' }

, In these experinents a s trong increase of the photoemission

yield i n the exciton ränge due to doping is observed. Alternative-

ly one may think of a decay of the exeitcd states at the surfaces

(the rare gas-vacuum or rare gas-substrate boundary). The aim of

the present luvestigation was to study these effects in more detail
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2. Experimental Procedure

The yield measurements on solid Argon were performed with Synchro-

tron radiation of the Deutsches Elektronensynchrotron DESY äs a
Q \t source ' . At the exit arm of a near normal incidence

monochromator in a modified Wadsworth mount^' an ultra high
-10vacuum chamber was attached. The pressure was in the low 10

Torr ränge. The Ar films where prepared by evaporation on to a

cooled gold coated quartz crystal. A liquid He flow cryostat

with two shields was used to cool the Substrate, 3y rotation around

an excentric pivot tho sample could be moved out of the light

path for the measurement of the incident photon flux with an open

electrostatic photomultiplier. During the yield measurements this

multiplier served in the reflection pcsition äs a detector for a

simultaneous recording of the reflectance. An eiectric field of

2000 V/cm at the collector grid was chosen in order to insure

Saturation of the photocurrent. For the deterninaticn of the

absolute photoyield per inaident photon, the absolute intensity

of the incoming photonflux was deterrnined with a Samson double
1 O "l

ionization chamber ' placed at the exit slit of the monochro-

mator. Under typical working conditions of the Synchrotron (^.5 GeV3
+ 0 r,

10 m A) a photon flux of l x 10 photor.s/A sec was measured at

600 8 ( 20.66 eV), The absolute values for the yield thus obtained

were furtner checked by comparing them to the measured photo-

current of the gold coated Substrate before evaporation of the Ar

films.

The purity of the Ar (supplied by-L'Air Liquide) was better than

99.999752. The base pressure in the ultrahigh vacuum gas handling
- 1 0 . . .

System was also in the 10 Torr ränge before it was filled with

1000 Torr of .'ir.The gas flow and therefore the rate of growth of the

films3 typically l 8/sec, was controlled by means of a needle

valve. The temperature of the Substrate was around 12 K. The growth

of the films was monitored during deposition of the gas by rneasur-

ing continuously the reflectance at 1200 A where strong inter-
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ferencc effects are observed. Por the calculatlon of the film

thickness the fcrnulae of Hof. 11 were applied to the Ar-Au-sandwich

Values for n and k for Ar were obtained by a Kramers-Kronig

analysis of reflectance data for a thick Ar-film, where no inter-

ference effects are present .

3. Results and Discussion

In Fig. l the results of tho yield measurements in the excitonic

part of the spectrun are shown for five differont film thickner.ses .

In the mcasured spcctra of thin film? (d ,;!,,; left side) peaks

occur at the exciton energi.es. For the thicker films the yield

spectra exhibit dips at. positions of the first spin orbit split

exciton bancis. There is a connaratively high yield of approximate-

ly 107' for the Ar-Au-Ryste::i '': v{--.^\r t hose ener^los where tne

Ar films are tranr.parcnt . This is explainable by the fact, thar

li^ht perietratin-;, throu^h the Ar film may excite photoelec trcns

in the oC-ld subr-1 rate. These electrons escape through the Ar film

inte the vacuurn and ccntribute tc the total photoyield. For thls

process a hî .h Penetration length of free electrons in solid Ar

has to be arr-uinod^'•' . Th i r, is not inconsistent with results
17^

obtair.ed fer l i q u i d Ar Ji .The dip occuring in the yield curves

at t h-.; oxciton f requonc:! o s for the thicker films is mair.ly due to

tho lrr,™cr reflectance within the exciton bands. Less lignt reaches

the oülc. Substrate and hence the contribution from Au to the total

yield is reriuced.

In order to get a rriore quantitative estimate for the yield fron

the pure Ar the "oasured total viele curves (Y ) were correctedm
for tho refloctanco fror, tho vacuu:r:-Ar intcrface and for the cori-

tribut i o r, from t':\^ C,old s üb r, träte (Y „.,) äs v/ell äs f er second order

li^ht frorr: the monochrcmator (Y0) ( z ~5% at 11 eV) . The last t v; o

correc ticns are entlrely structureless. Hence, the corrected yield



Y normali zed to the photon flux penetrating into the Ar film

(shown on the right hand sicie of Fig.l) is given by

Y —YY = m 2 - Y.
c JT-R Au

where R is the reflectance (Fig.2) measured simultaneously together

with the yield for each film thickness. The first term on the

right hand side of the expression for the yield Y represents the

yield per absorbed photon. The subtraction of the gold yield from

the total yield äs described above, assuines that all electrons,

once they have escaped from the gold into the Ar, can penetrate

the Ar film and are collected. The analysis of our data shows that

this assumption is reasonable for the ränge of thicknesses showri

in Fig.l. Because we neglect the absorption of light within the Ar

film, we obtain only a lower limit for the Ar yield per absorbed

photon. Dividing the measured curves (Fig.l, left side) by l-R

we obtain an upper limit well below 20%. The main contribution to

the change of the sti-ucture going from the left part to the right

part of Fig.l comes from the normalization factor 1/(1-R). Obvious-

ly, the change of the reflectance with film thickness(Fig.2)

accounts for most of the changes of the yield curves with increasing

film thickness.

However, apart from the details of the yield curves, the important

observation is that the yield Y does not change markedly vith

film thickness in the excitonic part of the spectrum. Thi'j is in

contrast to the yield behavior above the sharp oriset of photo-

emission 3 äs is apparent frcm the spectra shown in Fig.3. Here

the yield spectra are shown for the entire ränge of 3p valence

electron excitation. For energies above threshold the yield rises

strongly v/i t h increasing filmt hickness, reaching values of up to

0.7 for films 300 8 thick. This different dependcnce of the yield

on film thickness for excitation energies below and above thres-

hold is shown for two photon energies in Fig. 4.

One of the possible decay processes of excitons leading to photo-

emisslon, namcly Ionisation of defect or impurity states , would

depend on film thickness, because the number of such sites would

increase with thickness. This holds provided the ränge of exciton
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migration or energy transfer is large enough. This is supported

by a strong incrcase of the yield with film thickness in the exci-
7)tonic ränge of the spectrum for Ar films doped with Xe . One

is thus led to the conclusion that in the investigated undoped

Ar films the decay via ionisation of impurities or defects is not

the dominant ncchanisrn for photoemission in the oxcitonic ränge.

This indicates that exciton decay at the vacuum Ar or the Ar-Au

boundary contributes to photoemission.

We thank Mr. A. Harmscn3 Hamburg, for hclp in the experiment

and Prof. J. Jortner, Tel-Aviv, for discussi oris.



Figure l

Figure 2

Figure 3

Yield for photoemission in the excitonic ränge of the

spectrum at 12 K for five films of AI- on Au wlth

different thickness GI - 30 3, &2 - 75 S, d - 1^0 S,

djj - 225 S and d n 300 8. The left part gives the

meäsured yield por incident photon, the dashed curves

Indicate the gold yield without Ar. The right part

gives the corrected yield, (sce text).

Reflectance for thin Ar films on Au Substrate at 12

d^ to dr are the same äs in Fic-^-- ?Iote that even

for d - 1^00 A interference effects from the gold

Substrate are present, o.g. maximum at 13.24 eV .

Photoyleld for Ar on Au at 12 K for five different

film thlcknesses d. to dr (see Fig. 1). The dashed

curve is the reflectivity for d^ äs In Fig. 2

Figure ^ : Dependence of the photoyield with corrections äs dis-

cussed :n the text on the thickness of the A r-f11m

for tiv - 1P.25 eV (excitonic part of the spectrum)

and "n--= 13 eV -
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